


Good morning, principal, Good morning, principal, Good morning, principal, Good morning, principal, 

teachers and students. teachers and students. teachers and students. teachers and students. 



Welcome to the English Welcome to the English Welcome to the English Welcome to the English 

Learning Program.Learning Program.Learning Program.Learning Program.



IIII’’’’m Nathaniel from 5A.m Nathaniel from 5A.m Nathaniel from 5A.m Nathaniel from 5A.

IIII’’’’m Natalie from 3C.m Natalie from 3C.m Natalie from 3C.m Natalie from 3C.





For F.1 For F.1 –– F.3 students, please F.3 students, please 
take out your English take out your English 
PassportsPassports NOWNOW..



You can write down the date You can write down the date 
now and then pay attention now and then pay attention 

to our to our programmeprogramme..



You can just write down 1 to You can just write down 1 to 
2 idioms and the example 2 idioms and the example 

sentences. sentences. 



Are you ready?Are you ready?
LetLet’’s start now!s start now!





related to related to related to related to ““““clothingclothingclothingclothing”””” to youto youto youto you....

clothingclothingclothingclothing

Today, we would like to Today, we would like to Today, we would like to Today, we would like to 

introduce three idioms that are  introduce three idioms that are  introduce three idioms that are  introduce three idioms that are  



LetLetLetLet’’’’s take a look s take a look s take a look s take a look at at at at 

thethethethe first idiomfirst idiomfirst idiomfirst idiom....

clothingclothingclothingclothing



If you speak If you speak If you speak If you speak ‘‘‘‘off the cuffoff the cuffoff the cuffoff the cuff’’’’, you , you , you , you 

say something without having say something without having say something without having say something without having 

off the cuffoff the cuffoff the cuffoff the cuff

prepared or thought about prepared or thought about prepared or thought about prepared or thought about 

your words first. your words first. your words first. your words first. 



Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:

I hadnI hadnI hadnI hadn’’’’t prepared a speech so I t prepared a speech so I t prepared a speech so I t prepared a speech so I 

just said a few words just said a few words just said a few words just said a few words 

off the cuff. off the cuff. off the cuff. off the cuff. 

off the cuffoff the cuffoff the cuffoff the cuff



Repeat: Repeat: Repeat: Repeat: 

I hadnI hadnI hadnI hadn’’’’t prepared a speech so I t prepared a speech so I t prepared a speech so I t prepared a speech so I 

just said a few words just said a few words just said a few words just said a few words 

off the cuff. off the cuff. off the cuff. off the cuff. 

off the cuffoff the cuffoff the cuffoff the cuff



LetLetLetLet’’’’s take a look at s take a look at s take a look at s take a look at 

the second idiomthe second idiomthe second idiomthe second idiom....

clothingclothingclothingclothing



It is It is It is It is ---- ‘‘‘‘keep onekeep onekeep onekeep one’’’’s shirt ons shirt ons shirt ons shirt on’’’’....

keep onekeep onekeep onekeep one’’’’s s s s 

shirt onshirt onshirt onshirt on

It means to keep calm and It means to keep calm and It means to keep calm and It means to keep calm and 

to wait for something.to wait for something.to wait for something.to wait for something.



Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:

Keep your shirt on, dude, the Keep your shirt on, dude, the Keep your shirt on, dude, the Keep your shirt on, dude, the 

pizza will be here soon enough.  pizza will be here soon enough.  pizza will be here soon enough.  pizza will be here soon enough.  

keep onekeep onekeep onekeep one’’’’s s s s 

shirt onshirt onshirt onshirt on



Repeat:Repeat:Repeat:Repeat:

Keep your shirt on, dude, the Keep your shirt on, dude, the Keep your shirt on, dude, the Keep your shirt on, dude, the 

pizza will be here soon enough.  pizza will be here soon enough.  pizza will be here soon enough.  pizza will be here soon enough.  

keep onekeep onekeep onekeep one’’’’s s s s 

shirt onshirt onshirt onshirt on



LetLetLetLet’’’’s look at the last idioms look at the last idioms look at the last idioms look at the last idiom....

clothingclothingclothingclothing



ItItItIt’’’’s s s s –––– ‘‘‘‘fit like a glovefit like a glovefit like a glovefit like a glove’’’’. . . . 

fit like a glovefit like a glovefit like a glovefit like a glove

It means to be perfectly sized It means to be perfectly sized It means to be perfectly sized It means to be perfectly sized 

to someone, as of to someone, as of to someone, as of to someone, as of 

an article of clothing.an article of clothing.an article of clothing.an article of clothing.



A noun or pronoun can be A noun or pronoun can be A noun or pronoun can be A noun or pronoun can be 

used between used between used between used between ‘‘‘‘fitfitfitfit’’’’ and and and and ‘‘‘‘likelikelikelike’’’’....

fit like a glovefit like a glovefit like a glovefit like a glove



Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:Example sentence:

The dress fits you like a glove.The dress fits you like a glove.The dress fits you like a glove.The dress fits you like a glove.

fit like a glovefit like a glovefit like a glovefit like a glove



Repeat:Repeat:Repeat:Repeat:

The dress fits you like a glove.The dress fits you like a glove.The dress fits you like a glove.The dress fits you like a glove.

fit like a glovefit like a glovefit like a glovefit like a glove





Can you think of Can you think of Can you think of Can you think of 

any other idiomsany other idiomsany other idiomsany other idioms



related to related to related to related to ““““clothingclothingclothingclothing””””? ? ? ? 

If you want to make yourIf you want to make yourIf you want to make yourIf you want to make your



speaking and writing more speaking and writing more speaking and writing more speaking and writing more 

colorful and natural,colorful and natural,colorful and natural,colorful and natural,



you should note down any you should note down any you should note down any you should note down any 

useful idioms you come across useful idioms you come across useful idioms you come across useful idioms you come across 



in books, magazines in books, magazines in books, magazines in books, magazines 

or online articles. or online articles. or online articles. or online articles. 



Be sure to look up any new Be sure to look up any new Be sure to look up any new Be sure to look up any new 

idioms you find in a dictionaryidioms you find in a dictionaryidioms you find in a dictionaryidioms you find in a dictionary



to avoid confusion.to avoid confusion.to avoid confusion.to avoid confusion.



ThatThatThatThat’’’’s the end of our s the end of our s the end of our s the end of our 

program. program. program. program. 



See you all next time!See you all next time!See you all next time!See you all next time!


